Transcutaneous electrical stimulation is applied in a range of biomedical applications including transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). tDCS is a non-invasive procedure where a weak direct current (<2 mA) is applied across the scalp to modulate brain function. High-definition tDCS (HD-tDCS) is a technique used to increase the spatial focality of tDCS by passing current across the scalp using <12 mm diameter electrodes.
Introduction
The goal of this study was to evaluate reduced contact area electrode configurations for safe and innocuous DC stimulation across the skin for biomedical applications including enhanced drug delivery (Prausnitz et al., 1993) and electrotherapy. We especially considered the electrotherapy application, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) which involves the passage of a constant direct current (generally 260 A-2 mA) through the brain. The spatial focality (targeting) of DC stimulation is considered pivotal for efficacy and safety in many biomedical applications, including tDCS. Focality is limited, in part, by the electrode size used. Traditional tDCS designs include sponge based electrodes, saturated with water, saline, electrode paste and/or gel (e.g. fatty electrode gels) connected to the stimulator via conductive rubber mesh electrodes, rubber bands or standard alligator clips. Decreasing electrode-skin contact area can improve spatial focality; however, for a given electrode current, the current density at the skin surface concomitantly increases (Nitsche et al., 2007; Bikson et al., 2008; Datta et al., 2008; Miranda et al., 2008) . Further incentives to reduce electrode size include device compactness, portability and a potentially increased overall safety profile.
All applications involving transdermal DC stimulation share common safety concerns related to skin irritation. However, distinct safety concerns related to actions on deeper tissue also exist. For example, from the perspective of tDCS safety, it is important to independently consider: (1) pruritic, painful or injurious effects of electrical currents on the skin (Ledger, 1992; Prausnitz, 1996; Dundas et al., 2007) and (2) potential injurious effects of electrical currents on the brain (Yuen et al., 1981; Agnew and McCreery, 1987; Merrill et al., 2005; Nitsche et al., 2008; Gilad et al., 2007; Poreisz et al., 2007; Miranda et al., 2008; Liebetanz et al., 2009; Roth, 2009) . The relationship between effects on the skin and any effects on the brain is complex, independent of the electrode montage; from an electrode design perspective these effects should be considered independent of one another . Stimulation causing changes at the skin may not have any effect on brain function and vice versa (Swartz, 1989a,b; Bikson et al., 2009a; Liebetanz et al., 2009) . The focus of this study is the optimization of electrode parameters to minimize skin irritation and pain, with a specific goal to engineer small (<12 mm) surface electrode configurations for focal stimulation with DC currents. Such DC stimulation electrodes may be ultimately integrated into stimulation arrays, analogous to high-definition EEG and are thus termed here "high-definition" DC stimulation electrodes (Datta et al., 2009a,b) .
Chemical and physical conditions at the electrode solidconductor site may indicate potential skin hazards during DC stimulation; temperature, pH, voltage and resistance serve as global measures of the changes occurring at the electrode. For wet surface electrodes, three main "phases" (solid-conductor, gel, skin) and thus two interfaces (solid-gel, gel-skin) are considered. Within each material and across each interface, chemical (oxidation/reduction) and/or physical (e.g. heating) processes may occur (Merrill et al., 2005) . In addition, through conduction and diffusion, changes in one region may affect another. In designing electrodes, the key solid-conductor parameters include its materials, size and shape; gel parameters include chemical composition, shape and volume (e.g. as determined by the design of a holder).
Several previous studies have considered the safety and comfort level of transcutaneous DC electrical stimulation using specific stimulation protocols (durations, intensities, . . .) and electrode configurations, including metal directly on skin (Molitor and Fernandez, 1939; Prausnitz, 1996; Dundas et al., 2007) . The safety and comfort level of "conventional" tDCS which employ large sponge electrodes have also been considered (Prausnitz, 1996; Nitsche et al., 2003; Dundas et al., 2007) . In this paper, smaller "high-definition" gel based electrodes suitable for transdermal DC stimulation were evaluated (Datta et al., 2009a,b) . Since temperature, acid/base and other chemical burns have been suggested to account for DC irritation/damage (Prausnitz, 1996; Merrill et al., 2005) , changes in temperature, pH, as well as electrode overpotential (measured on agar gel) and self-reported sensation levels over time were examined. Initial electrode potential experiments screened seven gels (Signa, Spectra, Tensive, Redux, BioGel, Lectron and CCNY-4) and five solid-conductors (Ag pellet, Ag/AgCl pellet, rubber pellet, Ag/AgCl ring and Ag/AgCl disc). A subset of gels (Signa, Lectron, CCNY-4) and solid-conductors (Ag pellet, Ag/AgCl sintered pellet, conductive rubber pellet and Ag/AgCl sintered ring) were selected for additional tests including subject sensation experiments. Here, we describe how 2 mA of direct current may be applied for up to 22 min with minimal skin irritation and discomfort using appropriately designed 12 mm diameter Ag/AgCl ring electrodes and CCNY-4 gel. The safety and advantages of high-definition DC transdermal stimulation is discussed in broader context.
Methods

Electrode configurations: materials and geometry
Five types of solid-conductors were tested in this study: (1) "Ag pellet" (2117-Silver Wire; Surepure Chemetals, Florham Park, NJ, USA); (2)"Ag/AgCl sintered pellet" (550015-pellet electrode; A-M Systems Inc., Carlsborg, WA, USA); (3) "rubber pellet" (116A-GSR-5, rubber electrode; Austin Medical equipment, Westchester, TX, USA; all pellets were 2 mm(D) × 4 mm(L) resulting in ∼28 ± 2.5 mm 2 solid-conductor-gel contact area); (4) "Ag/AgCl sintered ring" (EL-TP-RNG Sintered; Stens Biofeedback Inc., San Rafael, CA; with outer and inner periphery diameter as 12 and 6 mm respectively, resulting in a ∼140 ± 5 mm 2 (taking side surfaces into account) solid-conductor-gel contact area) and (5) "Ag/AgCl sintered disc" (550025, Disc Electrode A-M Systems; with 8 mm diameter resulting in ∼85 ± 5 mm 2 electrode-gel contact area). Each electrode-gel configuration was independently evaluated as an anode or cathode. Plastic holders for all electrodes were used to position electrodes over the skin and standardize gel volume used (Fig. 1, bottom row) . Plastic holders for all pellet electrodes held ∼90 ± 5 mm 3 of gel volume with a gel-skin contact area of ∼25 ± 2.5 mm 2 . Customized CCNY-B holders for ring/disc electrodes contained ∼280 ± 10 mm 3 of gel and provided ∼95 ± 5 mm 2 gel-skin contact area.
The following gels were tested: (1) "Signa" (Parker Laboratories Inc., Fairfield, NJ, USA), (2) "Spectra" (Spectra 360, Parker Laboratories Inc.), (3) "Tensive" (Parker Laboratories Inc.), (4) "Redux" (Parker Laboratories Inc.), (5) "BioGel" (1090 BioGel, UFI Inc., Morro Bay, CA, USA), (6) "Lectron" (Lectron II, Pharmaceutical Innovations Inc., Newark, NJ, USA) and (7) "CCNY-4" (custom made). Gels were selected to represent a range of electrical and thermal conductivities. All gels were at room temperature at the time of application. The electrical conductivity values of the gels, measured by a conductivity meter (Model 2052; VWR International LLC, Bridgeport, NJ, USA), were (in units of S/m): CCNY4 ∼ (4.5 ± 1.0), Signa ∼ (4.0 ± 1.0), Redux ∼ (3.5 ± 1.0), Lectron ∼ (1.5 ± 7.5), BioGel ∼ (1.5 ± 7.5), Tensive ∼ (6.0 ± 3.0) and Spectra ∼ (1.5 ± 5.0). The thermal conductivity values of the gels, measured by a thermal properties meter (Model KD2; Decagon, Pullman, WA, USA), were (in units
Lectron ∼ (0.0285 ± 0.0008), Bio-Gel ∼ (0.0280 ± 0.0008), Tensive ∼ (0.0295 ± 0.0024) and Spectra ∼ (0.0274 ± 0.0007).
DC stimulation and resistance
A constant current stimulator (CX 6650, Schneider Electronics, Gleichen, Germany) was used to apply direct current for all trials, with a maximum driving voltage capability of 66.7 V. A current intensity of 2 mA was used for up to 22 min, with automatic on and off ramps of 10 s to avoid "stimulation break" effects. The stimulator automatically terminates stimulation at an output potential (total potential across both electrodes and agar/tissue) of 66.7 V (electrochemical reactions may increase electrode potential; see Section 4), which was used as a cut-off point in all trials. Prior to and after stimulation, total cell resistance (see below) of the agar gel or forearm skin was measured using a RMS digital multimeter (FLUKE 177; FLUKE Corporation, Everett, WA, USA); stimulation was only initiated when the total cell resistance was less than 8 M .
Electrode potential, pH and temperature studies
For studies measuring electrode potential (total potential over the entire assembly of electrodes, gel and skin), pH and temperature changes, the electrodes were mounted with gel on a flat block of agar (pH of 6.0) made with 150 mM (physiological) NaCl (Tallgren et al., 2005) . Electrode potential experiments were conducted on seven gels (Signa, Spectra, Tensive, Redux, BioGel, Lectron and CCNY-4) and five solid-conductors (Ag pellet, Ag/AgCl pellet, rubber pellet, Ag/AgCl ring and Ag/AgCl disc). For these experiments, 2 mA DC current was passed through agar gel between an active and return electrode, with an additional passive "reference" electrode (an 8 mm sintered Ag/AgCl disc electrode immersed in Signa gel of volume in excess of ∼400 ± 10 mm 3 ) placed away from the current path. Changes in electrode potential were simultaneously recorded between the active and return electrode as well as the active and reference electrode. It is expected that the only voltage that will change substantially as a result of stimulation is the voltage across the active electrode. Thus, the electrode potential measurements in these experiments largely reflect the voltage drop at the active electrode (Merrill et al., 2005) . The total cell potential is then a summation of the voltage drop across the active and return electrode and agar gel. For pH, temperature and sensation studies, 2 mA of DC current was applied for up to 22 min between either an "active" anode or cathode electrode and two parallel "return" electrodes. Based on the electrode potential experiments we were able to confirm a negligible potential contribution from the two return electrodes. The electrodes were placed in a linear conformation with the active electrode placed in the center and two return electrodes (one on each side of the active electrode) each positioned 5 cm from the active electrode. The use of the two large return electrodes (immersed in excess gel) is intended to minimize total cell potential, chemical reaction and sensation at return sites. The total cell resistance reflected the resistance between the active electrode and the two return electrodes.
A micro-pH electrode (Orion 9810BN; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and a pH meter (SM100; Milwaukee Instruments Inc., Rocky Mount, NC, USA) were used to measure pH in the active electrode's gel at the agar surface at various exposure durations. To measure the pH, the stimulation was turned off, the solid-conductor was removed from the gel, and the micro pH electrode was inserted into the gel within 5 s. pH was recorded after exposure durations of 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 min. pH studies were conducted on four solid-conductors (Ag pellet, Ag/AgCl sintered pellet, rubber pellet, Ag/AgCl sintered ring) in combination with three electrolyte gels (Signa, Lectron, CCNY4). For temperature experiments, a Type T Thermocouple Thermometer (BAT-10; Physitemp Instruments, Clifton, NJ, USA) was used on the bottom surface of the agar gel during stimulation.
As indicated above, the stimulator automatically stopped stimulation if a total potential of 66.7 V (cut-off voltage) was achieved. In cases when stimulation was applied for 22 min, the "stimulation time" was scored as 22 min and the maximum pH and temperature changes during the 22 min were noted. In cases when a potential of 66.7 V was reached prior to 22 min, the "stimulation time" was scored as the time when the potential reached 66.7 V; the maximum pH and temperature at this "stimulation time" were then noted
Subjective sensation
Eight healthy subjects (6 males and 2 females; 19-35 years) participated in the study. All gave written informed consent before being included in the study. The study was approved by the IRB board of the City College of New York. Sensation tests were restricted to four solid-conductors (Ag pellet, Ag/AgCl sin-tered pellet, rubber pellet, Ag/AgCl sintered ring) and three gels (Signa, Lectron and CCNY4). For sensation studies, the rational was to determine the effect of the "active" anode or cathode electrode. Two Ag/AgCl ring electrodes were used as "return" electrodes. Return electrodes were positioned on opposite sides of the active electrode. Each return electrode was immersed in excess of ∼400 ± 10 mm 3 volume of Signa Gel. The experiments were conducted on the distal or proximal forearm, as arbitrarily preferred by the subjects. There were no steps taken to otherwise prepare the skin prior to stimulation. Evidently, abrasion effects skin properties. However, these steps were avoided for two reasons: (1) to test the effect of electrical stimulation on unconditioned skin and (2) experimental ambiguity regarding the precise degree of abrasiveness. Regions of skin with visible irritation or cuts prior to stimulation were avoided.
Stimulation was applied for up to 22 min with subjects scoring pain (on a 1-10 analog scale) every minute beginning 2 min before (t = −2 to −1), every minute during (t = 0 to 22) and ending 2 min after stimulation (t = 23 to 24). In addition, subjects were prompted to describe the sensations ("burning", "prickling", etc.). Prior to stimulation each subject indicated a personal termination value (at or below five) at which stimulation would be stopped by the operator. In addition, each subject could withdraw from the stimulation at any point of the experiment, regardless of the current pain score or nature of perception. If stimulation was stopped prior to 22 min of exposure, the pain rating at termination was noted. Greater than 1 h of delay was allowed between experiments, and the stimulation site (e.g. arm) was changed for consecutive experiments. Participants were blinded to the type and combination of solid-conductor and gels tested. After stimulation any skin irritation or redness was noted.
Results
Electrode potential
Electrode potential across conductive agar was recorded during 2 mA DC stimulation. During clinical stimulation it is desirable to minimize electrode potential for several reasons including: (1) voltage limits on constant current stimulators and (2) increased risk for skin injury including through electrochemical reactions (limited by electrode over-potential; the difference between the electrode's potential and it's equilibrium potential (both measured with respect to some reference electrode) (Merrill et al., 2005) ) and heating.
Cathodal stimulation with rubber pellets resulted in variable voltage increases whereas electrode potential remained less than 1 V for all other solid-conductors (not shown).
Electrode potential results for anodal stimulation experiments are as summarized; we report both the average potential ( Fig. 1 ) and variability across trials (Supplementary data, Fig. IA-E; five trials per electrode-gel combination). These potentials can also be interpreted as reflecting changes in the resistance of the electrode during DC anodal stimulation. Using the Ag/AgCl sintered pellets, the full 22 min of anodic stimulation could not be applied in combination with any gel. Using the Ag pellet, 22 min of anodic stimulation could be consistently applied only with Lectron; after stimulation, a removable, black paste-like residue was observed along the surface of the electrode that could be easily deterged (see Section 4). Using the rubber pellet, significant variability in exposure time was observed across various trials and gels; after stimulation, a relatively thick deposition layer was observed on the rubber. This layer was easily deterged and an apparently intact rubber surface remained. Using both Ag/AgCl sintered ring and Ag/AgCl disk electrodes, 22 min of stimulation could be consistently applied, in combination with any gel, with Ag/AgCl disk having the lowest average electrode potentials ( Fig. 1e ).
Temperature and gel pH
For pH and temperature measurements we investigated three gels: two with chloride (Signa and CCNY-4) and one nominally chloride free (Lectron); each gel was independently tested in combination with four solid-conductors (Ag pellet, Ag/AgCl sintered pellet, rubber pellet, Ag/AgCl sintered ring). All measurements were conducted on agar gel (150 mM of NaCl). The baseline pH for all gels was 6.0. Both anodal and cathodal stimulations were tested independently. In the cases where the total cell potential (including electrode potential) exceeded the stimulator cut-off (66.7 V), measurements were limited to the maximum exposure time allowed prior to cut-off.
Cathodal stimulation, which results in minimal electrode potential values did not induce significant temperature increases in the gel under any condition tested (Table 1) . For anodal stimulation, in cases where no electrode potential change occurred (e.g. Ag/AgCl sintered ring with any gel) no temperature changes were observed in the gel (Table 1 ). Across all three tested gels, temperature rises were observed under anodal stimulation with both Ag pellet and Ag/AgCl sintered pellet solid-conductors, where electrode potential changes were also maximal. During stimulation with rubber pellet, there was significant trial-to-trial variability in the temperature changes induced; however, when voltages increases were observed, temperature increased monotonically (though not linearly) with voltage and time. Temperature changes in gel under electrode may thus be avoided by limiting changes in electrode potential. For a fixed electrode configuration (pellet), a change in potential was qualitatively related with a change in temperature.
While using Lectron gel, no pH changes were found across all tested electrodes, for either polarity. In the case of Ag/AgCl sintered pellet and Ag/AgCl ring, no pH changes were observed, under either cathodal or anodal stimulation, for all three gels. Using Ag pellet, no pH changes were observed during anodal stimulation, while pH alkalization was observed with Signa and CCNY-4 gel during cathodal stimulation. Rubber pellets, only in combination with Signa and CCNY-4 gel, resulted in acidic gel pH with anodal stimulation and basic gel pH in cathodal stimulation even in the absence of a voltage change. Thus, while increase in temperature is linked to increased electrode potential, pH changes are not clearly linked to electrode potential and are highly material specific; pH changes can be avoided using appropriate solid-conductor and gel combinations.
Subjective sensation
N-way (gel, polarity and electrode) ANOVA was applied to the pain ratings. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of gel (F(1,8) = 10.37, p = .0001) and electrode (F(1,8) = 3.38, p = .019) on pain ratings. There was no effect of polarity (F(1,8) = 0.05, p = .831) or interaction effects of gel-polarity (F(1,8) = 0.72, p = .488), gel-electrode (F(1,8) = 0.33, p = .922), polarity-electrode (F(1,8) = 0.13, p = .944) and gel-electrode-polarity(F(1,8) = 0.37, p = .897). Overall, Signa and CCNY-4 were better tolerated than Lectron. There was no significant difference between anodal and cathodal stimulation.
The results for all eight subjects are summarized in Table 1 . Across subjects, stimulation polarity, electrode gel and configurations, subjective sensation was highest when stimulation was ramped on or off (Figs. 2 and 3) . As expected for any relative individual pain scoring, there were differences in absolute levels between subjects as well as differences in conditions tolerated (e.g. Fig. 2, compare Subjects 2 and 4) . A majority of subjects Table 1 Summary of cathodal and anodal pH, temperature (on agar gel), and subjective sensation experiments for all eight subjects. The following is summarized: (1) single highest pain score over the duration of stimulation, (2) average pain score for "stimulation time" (see Section 2), (3) % of subjects that withdrew at any time during the course of the experiment, based on any criteria (see Section 2), (4) % of subjects with minor bumps and/or skin blemish evident after stimulation, (5) change in gel temperature (agar gel stimulation) and (6) recorded pH after stimulation (baseline pH of 6.0; agar gel stimulation).
Electrode
Ag Pain score high 3.5 ± 0.7 4.5 ± 0.7 3.7 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.9 4.5 ± 0.9 3.4 ± 1.9 3.6 ± 1.4 4.8 ± 1.1 3.3 ± 1.5 3.0 ± 1.0 3.5 ± 0.9 3.1 ± 1.2 Pain score avg.
2.5 ± 0.5 3.9 ± 1.2 2.4 ± 1.0 2.4 ± 1.0 4.2 ± 1.0 2.7 ± 1.6 2.9 ± 1.6 4.3 ± 1.1 2.5 ± 1.5 2.0 ± 0. 1.9 ± 1.3 1.1 ± 0.8 4.1 ± 2.1 2.0 ± 1.5 3.3 ± 2.8 4.5 ± 0.9 0.1 ± 0.2 0.2 ± 0.2 0.05 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.1 0.05 ± 0.1 pH after stimulation 5.9 ± 0.0 6.0 ± 0.0 5.9 ± 0.0 5.9 ± 0.0 6.0 ± 0.0 5.9 ± 0.0 1.5 ± 0.5 6.0 ± 0.0 1.2 ± 0.7 5.9 ± 0.0 6.0 ± 0.0 5.9 ± 0.0 
6.0 ± 0.0 13.5 ± 0.4 5.9 ± 0.0 6.0 ± 0.0 5.9 ± 0.0 12.5 ± 1.0 5.9 ± 0.1 12.7 ± 0.7 5.9 ± 0.0 6.0 ± 0.0 5.9 ± 0.0 indicated that sensation was restricted only to the "active" test electrode (anode or cathode), but in a few cases subjects indicated sensation under the return electrode(s); this was not an exclusion criteria. There was no evident correlation between gel pH and temperature changes ( Table 1) to that of the subject sensation; for example Ag/AgCl sintered ring electrodes resulted in no gel temperature or pH changes but did induce discomfort in some subjects.
Examination of the skin after stimulation indicated transient redness. Overall, in cathodal stimulations there are higher chances of observing skin irritation in the form of small bumps or black dots (<1 mm) and apparent roughening of the skin under the electrode (Berliner, 1997; Geddes and Roeder, 2004) . Observation of bumps or dots was not apparently correlated to subjective pain sensation, polarity or any physical gel changes (Table 1) . All effects on the skin were reversible and disappeared within few hours. No subject reported a lasting irritation or pain.
We observed no consistent relationship between the changes in electrode potential and skin sensation during stimulation (or redness post-stimulation). The average cell resistance prior to stimulation with Ag/AgCl ring electrode ranged from 100 k to 8 M (average 675 ± 1100 k ). After the stimulation, the tissue resistance significantly reduced to a range of 3-800 k (average 68 ± 272 k ). The average percentage drop of resistance resulting from stimulation was 92 ± 67%.
Discussion
Transcutaneous DC stimulation at increasing current densities
This study was motivated by the need to develop smaller electrodes for transcutaneous DC stimulation; the most common current applications being transdermal drug delivery (Ledger, 1992; Prausnitz, 1996; Dundas et al., 2007) and electrotherapies including transcranial DC stimulation (Prausnitz, 1996; Datta et al., 2009a; Nitsche et al., 2007) . The most evident advantage of smaller electrodes is increased therapy focality (as the tissue targeted focality is presumably limited by electrode contact area), but additional advantages may be related to robustness and safety, portability, and the ability to use arrays of electrodes.
There is simultaneously a desire to increase the levels of current to enhance existing transcutaneous DC therapies. The main conceptual limitation in adapting smaller DC stimulation electrodes is the perception that increased electrode current densities will invariably lead to skin irritation and/or injury. The results of this study, though only an initial investigation of selected configurations, indicates that rational optimization of electrode design can facilitate innocuous and safe therapy at increased DC current densities. Conversely, when using non-optimized electrodes, such as tap-water soaked sponges, hazards may increase compared to using smaller but rationally designed electrode; for example poor electrode design can result in current concentration at electrode edges or discontinuities leading to unpredictable hazards (see below).
Still further insight into the mechanism of discomfort and electrode development may rationally reduce residual irritation to negligible levels. In electrode design, it is critical to distinguish between effects at the skin and any other (therapeutic) effects of stimulating deeper tissue (e.g. brain modulation); the two are not necessarily linked and this study only addresses effects at the skin . Equally important to emphasize is that specifics of electrode design are paramount, such that under nonideal conditions (e.g. metal on skin) even small voltages (e.g. 9 V) can lead to tissue damage (low voltage burns (Geddes and Roeder, 2004) ); for this reason it is not prudent to directly extrapolate hazards from previous studies in which different electrode-gel configurations were used (Prausnitz, 1996; Martinsen et al., 2004; McCreery et al., 1990; Dundas et al., 2007) . None-the-less, in the following discussion we consider our specific electrode design referencing a broader mechanistic context both to interpret our findings and support further rational electrode design for highdefinition transcutaneous DC stimulation.
The solid-conductor, gel and skin form three distinct phases -with two interfaces. In the solid-conductor and in attached electrical circuits, charge is carried by electrons. In saline gel and tissue -or in more general electrochemical terms, in electrolytescharge is carried by ions, such as sodium, potassium and chloride. The central process that occurs at the solid-conductor-electrolyte interface is electrochemical transduction of charge carriers from electrons to ions (reviewed in Merrill et al., 2005) . Prolonged DC current, in particular, can drive electrochemical reactions that are hazardous to tissue or degrade the electrode. The composition and dimensions of the solid-conductor-gel interface fundamentally determine the nature of these reactions. The "bulk" gel acts as a barrier (buffer) between this interface and the skin and may also itself respond to passing current (e.g. gel heating and/or denaturing). Importantly, the ultimate pruritic response reflects only how these reactions influence conditions at the skin, as well as direct response to current flow in the skin; these issues are considered in the next two sections.
Electrochemistry of surface DC stimulation
We propose the following electrochemical scheme: when electrode-gel conditions exist to support AgCl depletion/formation at the cathode/anode, DC electrical stimulation can proceed with minimal over-potential and no pH or temperature change. When AgCl depletion/formation is no longer supported during the course of stimulation, electrode over-potential increases. This then leads to additional chemical reactions, which, in turn, may ultimately lead to heating and pH changes. Over-potentials do not necessarily lead to (or are sufficient for) such changes, but are necessary for additional chemical reactions to occur.
For DC stimulation, a common approach is to use Ag/AgCl nonpolarizing electrodes. The rationale for this approach is that, as long as Ag/AgCl formation/depletion can proceed (faradaic charge-transfer reactions; Merrill et al., 2005) , no electrode over-potential develops and thus no other electrochemical processes initiate. At the cathode, dissolution of silver chloride and reduction of the silver ions facilitates faradaic charge delivery across the electrode:
At the cathode, AgCl is thus depleted from the electrode surface. Under our tested conditions using all Ag/AgCl electrodes (both pellet and ring), the availability of AgCl was apparently sufficient to allow this cathodic reaction for 22 min at 2 mA and hence minimal over-potential was generated; this proceeded independent of gel composition (the baseline concentration of Cl − in the gel being irrelevant, as it is a product). For similar reasons, no pH or temperature changes were observed during cathodal stimulation with any AgCl electrodes, independent of gel composition.
At the anode electrode site, AgCl is formed:
In contrast to the above described cathodal process; this anodal process requires Cl − availability in the gel and Ag at the solidconductor surface. One might then predict that anodal stimulation with Ag pellet and Cl − rich gel (Signa, CCNY-4) would produce the least over-potential and longest run times because reaction (2) is supported. However, results show that high-over-potentials developed during anodal stimulation of Ag pellet with Cl − rich gel. Our hypothesis, in this special case, is that due to the rate of reaction (2) there is a rapid formation of AgCl on the metal electrode, which may appear as a black deposition layer on the electrode. This layer may "chemically insulate" the electrode from further reactions, which in turn may explain the increase in the electrode over-potential and decrease in run time. This hypothesis is supported by our observation that after removing this deposition layer, a second stimulation supports run times comparable to the novel case of the Ag pellet electrode, while running a second stimulation without removing the deposition layer results in run times of less than a minute. Conversely, anodal stimulation with Ag pellet in the presence of a nominally Cl − free gel (Lectron) did not produce high-over-potentials suggesting that the oxidation of Ag to Ag + is supported with another (unknown) abundantly present anion (we found no evidence for pH change, rejecting the possibility of significant hydrolysis at the anode during stimulation with Ag pellet (see below)). The failure of Ag/AgCl pellets to support anodic stimulation may indicate (1) the formation of a similar chemical insulation layer or (2) insufficient reservoir of available Ag.
We used micro-temperature and pH sensors to detect physical/chemical changes in the gels under the electrodes during stimulation. We cannot rule out that during stimulation across skin, hot spots of temperature or pH changes may occur, for example in sweat glands, which could not be measured in our protocol (see below). At the gel, we observed pH changes only with pellet electrodes and specific solid-conductor-gel combinations. pH changes reflect electrochemical reactions at the solid-conductor-gel interface and the (in)ability of the gel to then buffer pH changes. For example, in the case of cathodal stimulation with Ag and rubber pellets (where reaction (1) was not supported), significant pH changes were observed only in combination with Signa and CCNY-4 gel. When pH changes were observed, the anode site became more acidic and the cathode site more basic; this observation is consistent with oxidation of water at the anode site (formation of H + ) and reduction of water at the cathode site (formation of OH − ; reviewed in Merrill et al., 2005) :
In all cases where the electrode-gel combination was expected to support AgCl formation (anode) or depletion (cathode), except for Ag/AgCl pellet, pH changes were not observed. This is consistent with the reduction/oxidation of water, which requires higher electrode over-potential to initiate than AgCl formation/depletion. However, in cases where the respective AgCl reaction was not supported, changes in pH were not necessarily observed, reinforcing the importance of the specific electrode-gel design. Our observation of acidification at the anode and alkalization at the cathode is consistent with previous pH measurements using various types of electrodes (Ledger, 1992; Cooper et al., 1990; Geddes and Roeder, 2004; Merrill et al., 2005) .
We should note that a range of additional reactions can occur at the solid-conductor-gel interface, as the electrode potential increases for example corrosion and Cl 2 gas formation at the anode (Leeming et al., 1970; Cooper et al., 1990; Merrill et al., 2005) . Whereas corrosion or formation of gases (e.g. hydrogen, oxygen and chloride gas) may be catastrophic for (chronic) implanted electrodes, these reactions are not necessarily injurious for skin surface (replaceable) electrodes. Therefore, as reinforced throughout this discussion, safety studies using implanted electrodes (generally with distinct materials, configurations, and absence of gel) cannot simply be used to determine quantitative guidelines for non-invasive stimulation.
Conductive rubber electrodes cannot support either AgCl depletion at the cathode (1) or AgCl formation at the anode (2). The chemical reactions occurring at the rubber-gel interface are poorly defined, and though they may support prolonged stimulation, there was trial-to-trial variability in induced potential and associated temperature and pH changes. Pilot experiments on skin sensation also indicated trial-to-trial variability using rubber electrodes; moreover, during the course of stimulation, unpredictable spikes in pain were observed.
Temperature increases can result from electrically driven chemical reactions at the electrode-gel interface and joule heating as current flows across the gel. We could not establish a simple relationship between electrode potential and temperature, but results show that a lack of voltage change indicated no significant gel temperature rise. A persistent (i.e. long duration) macroscopic (e.g. water bath) temperature rise of 45 • C is cited as a safety limit for skin burns (Leach et al., 1943; Craane-van Hinsberg et al., 1995; Prausnitz, 1996) which was not achieved under any conditions tested here.
No pH changes were observed using ring shaped electrodes in combination with any gel. A simple explanation for this is that for the 2 mA <22 min exposure tested here, the increase in solid-conductor-gel contact area when moving from pellet to ring shapes, results in a critical increased capacity for charge-transfer (for the case of AgCl). Because no over-potentials resulted from stimulation with the Ag/AgCl sintered ring electrode, no significant changes in pH or temperature changes in the gel were observed.
Skin response to DC stimulation, mechanisms of skin irritation and pain
Skin responses to DC electrical stimulation have been previously studied -electrode design is paramount to both the qualitative and quantitative nature of effects. As summarized above, using our electrode designs, limiting electrode potential is an effective method to prevent significant temperature and pH changes, however, for some subjects, sensation was reported in the absence of a voltage change. Thus voltage and polarity could not be used to simply predict the pain sensation or skin irritations and pain could not be consistently correlated with gel pH or temperature changes. Though gel pH and temperature are considered indicative of a potential hazard (though we could not establish here a clear causative relationship), from the perspective of clinical application, prevention of pain and skin irritation is the most relevant outcome. The chemically (pH) and temperature-wise inactive Ag/AgCl ring electrode still resulted in significant skin sensation in some subjects. There was significant variability across subjects, which could not be predicted based on the physical parameters we measured. Peak sensation was correlated with stimulation being ramped on and off; the "habituation" to on stimulation has been reported elsewhere (Prausnitz, 1996) . The period of maximum sensation (when the current was ramped on and off) is not apparently linked to maximum pH and temperature changes at any gel.
In the absence of gel pH or temperature change, we can only speculate about the causes of sensation during stimulation with Ag/AgCl sintered ring electrode. One explanation is that (lack of) 'bulk' pH or temperature change in the gel does not reflect changes in the skin, including across skin layers (Molitor and Fernandez, 1939; Martin et al., 2002; Pliquett et al., 2002; Datta et al., 2009b) . Moreover, skin inhomogeneities, such as sweat glands or preexisting lesions, may form conductive pores that funnel current leading to microscopic "hot spots" of chemical or temperature changes within the skin (Mason and Mackay, 1976; Wiley and Webster, 1982; Ledger, 1992; Panescu et al., 1994; Prausnitz, 1996; Pliquett et al., 2002) or across skin layers (Prausnitz, 1996) . Chemical or temperature changes could then lead to changes in neuronal activity and sensation/pain. Under their experimental conditions, (Yoshida and Patriciu, 2000) , correlated localized current concentrations with pH changes and burns. The "hot spot" hypothesis may account, in part, for habituation to pain, as DC stimulation "homogenizes" skin properties (see below) but not evidently for increased sensation when stimulation is turned off. This hypothesis is also consistent with (though not proven by) our observation of small red or black spots, often localized at hair follicles, after DC stimulation (as has been observed by others; references (Mason and Mackay, 1976; Ledger, 1992) ); though we could not simply correlate the observation of spots with sensation/pain during stimulation. In a few subjects, subjective skin perception lasted several minutes after the current was switched off; assuming this reflects a true peripheral action, nerve excitation due to pH/temperature change in the skin may be one of the reasons of pain persistence (Martinsen et al., 2004) .
In addition, to microscopic pH/temperature changes within the skin (above), the most parsimonious explanation for irritation is electrical activation of nerve fibers. Indeed, the basis for electrotherapy is the modulation of nervous system function by electricity . The theory of electrical stimulation has been extensively studied (Merrill et al., 2005) . The "accommodation" of axonal responses to DC stimulation could account for the sensation habituation after stimulation is turned on (Kiernan et al., 2002) , while anodic break type phenomena could explain sensation as stimulation is turned off.
DC stimulation across the skin can increase local blood flow (Ledger, 1992; Prausnitz, 1996; Berliner, 1997; Malty and Petrofsky, 2007) leading to erythema ("redness" resulting from presumed capillary dilation) under the electrodes -this is not in itself hazardous and in fact has been used for therapeutic purposes (e.g. "hydrogalvanic baths", drug delivery). Cause of vasodilatation can include pH changes (both acidosis and alkalization) in the skin, secondary actions to nerve or smooth muscle activation, and/or a range of biological responses, such as release of neuropeptides in response to electric fields (Ledger, 1992; Berliner, 1997) . Temperature changes will both effect and be modulated by changes in blood flow. Dilation may itself be heterogeneous ("hot spots") under certain conditions (Berliner, 1997; Droog and Sjoberg, 2003) . In this study, we could not correlate erythema with pain, nor is there an evident mechanistic link between erythema and either an analgesic or pruritic effect. Berliner (1997) reports increased erythema (and moderately increased temperatures) under cathodal stimulation compared to anodal, but no subjective perceived differences. Alternatively, an analgesic effect has been proposed. Unrelated skin injury can lead to an inflammatory response. Large current can damage blood vessels (Rouge et al., 1994) but not at the intensities used in the present study. In summary both the causes of erythema and its impact on paresthesia remain unclear, yet the ubiquity of this phenomena under a broad range of stimulation conditions, indicates it merits further investigation.
It is well established that transdermal stimulation changes skin properties including increasing skin conductivity and porosity (Prausnitz, 1996; Prausnitz et al., 1993) ; this has been termed "electroosmosis" or "electroporation", though the specific mechanisms remain unclear. It has been proposed that when stimulation is first activated, current preferentially travels through high-conductivity sweat glands and hair follicles and this, in turn, leads to pain (Mason and Mackay, 1976; Ledger, 1992; Panescu et al., 1994) . Over time as electroosmosis increase the conductivity of the whole skin layer, transdermal current is then distributed more homogenously and pain decreases. Skin electroporation and/or erythema may account, in part, for the accommodation to pain when stimulation is left on, but does not clearly explain the pain spike at the termination of stimulation. Nerve "accommodation" to electric fields may account for the pain spike in the beginning and at the end.
Summary: toward high-definition DC stimulation, potential for increased safety
Though fundamental questions remain about the causes of pruritic sensation during transcutaneous DC stimulation, and the role of associated phenomena such as erythema, the initial approach taken in this study indicate that incremental change in electrode design can fundamentally improve stimulation comfort. The observed interface electrochemistry of DC stimulation is explained largely by considering existing theories (Merrill et al., 2005) , though the description of a detergible "chemical" insulation layer may be novel. Interface electrochemistry can be mediated through rational selection of electrode materials; moreover, monitoring of electrode potential can be used to indicate a potential for electrochemical product formation. Neither heat nor electrochemical product formation, at least in the bulk gel, simply correlate with sensation, suggesting alternative explanations for pruritis including "funneling" through skin pores and/or direct nerve activationinvestigation into these phenomena should support development of still further improved electrode configurations. For the electrode configurations and electrical settings used in the present study: (1) in no cases was skin burned; (2) any pruritic sensations disappeared immediately or rapidly after stimulation was turned off and (3) any innocuous erythema disappeared within minutes. Thus even under our "worst case" configurations, using our electrode configurations, DC current can be applied safely using electrode potential limits (66.7 V) and individual comfort level as end-points. Furthermore, we have no evidence showing that ignoring such end-points would strictly lead to any damage using our electrode designs. Interface electrochemistry is a complex matter and requires additional investigation; similarly, further improvement in durability and tolerability is expected with further advances in design.
It is noteworthy that the use of large electrodes does not inherently prevent skin damage (Leeming et al., 1970; Palm et al., 2008; Lagopoulos and Degabriele, 2008; Bikson et al., 2009a) ; Firstly, the average current density at a (large electrode), obtained by calculating the total current divided by the total area, underestimates the peak current density at the scalp surface which is inhomogeneous and generally concentrated near the electrode edges (Wiley and Webster, 1982; Prausnitz, 1996; Miranda et al., 2009 ). Thus, using our 12 mm "Ag/AgCl ring" electrode in combination with an electrolyte gel, the peak current density obtained is not necessarily higher than sponges. For this reason, decreasing the NaCl (electrolyte) content of sponge electrodes may increase comfort (decrease perception) by reducing current density in-homogeneity (even as electrode voltage increases; Dundas et al., 2007) . Moreover, using large (sponge) electrodes it becomes increasingly impractical to uniformly control skin contact conditions such as avoiding regions of low-moisture (e.g. following evaporation), uneven gel thickness, or previously damaged skin (Lambert et al., 1995; Lagopoulos and Degabriele, 2008) , this in turn increases hazards (Swartz, 1989a,b) . Finally, increasing electrode area increases the area of skin directly stimulated which (especially if current density is fixed) may increase perception/pain (Martinsen et al., 2004; Prausnitz, 1996) . Decreasing electrode size does not necessarily increase pain (Forrester and Petrofsky, 2004) . By using relatively small electrodes, it is possible to precisely control stimulation geometry, prevent evaporation and normalize other factors to mediate comfort and safety. In addition to facilitating more targeted stimulation (e.g. 4 × 1 configuration; Datta et al., 2009a) , even when diffuse areas of the brain are targeted, a closely spaced array of smaller electrodes may be preferred. For example, an array of high-definition electrodes can be arranged in a square (e.g. 4 × 4 configuration) and connected electrically in parallel, substituting sponge electrodes. Multicenter clinical trials using high-definition electrodes, conducted at CCNY, are currently ongoing. Critically, as high-lighted throughout this report, the design of the entire electrode assembly must be carefully designed and validated.
